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1 WebSmart 3.6.0.0 Release Notes 
2020.05.27 Update  

 

Harris School Solutions has an issue tracking system, named JIRA, to monitor program enhancements 

and defects. You are able to reference these issue numbers through FreshDesk. The WEB numbers refer 
to the issues in JIRA that were resolved in this release. 

To submit an idea for product enhancements/improvements, click here. 

Improvements 

Admin 

 Admin > Data Management > Student I/O > Student Import Defn: Added a new definition, COVID-19 

Crisis Code Update. On the Enrollment tab > Other Annual Information, the Key Field maps to column B 
in the Crisis Code Students report (described below), and the Crisis Code maps to column D in that 

report. Then on the Details tab, select the file generated from the Crisis Code Students report as the 

Test File. WEB-3367 

 

Students 

 Reports > Crisis Code Students: Crisis codes are required for all students enrolled on the last day of 

school. Added a filter to this report to include all students or only students assigned a reportable crisis 

code. We recommend running the report for all students to generate a spreadsheet that can then be 
reviewed. If students haven’t had a crisis code assigned, WebSmart will generate a code, 00 Not 

assigned, which is a non-reportable code. You can review the spreadsheet, and enter reportable codes 
as needed. WEB-3368 

 Scheduling > Schedule Manager 

This release includes multiple improvements to the scheduling process. 

 Eliminated the concept of schedule versions from the Schedule Manager. WEB-3318 

 Modified the schedule creation process by adding the option to create a schedule from scratch or 

by copying an existing schedule and by adding locked and transient states to the schedule. 
WEB-3319  

 The transient state allows you to create multiple schedules to use as "what if" scenarios to see 

if one of the schedules works better to fill sections. Once you've settled on the best schedule — 
the production version — you'll lock it and delete the ones you won't use. 

 A locked schedule can't be deleted. If you must delete a locked schedule, you must first 

remove all scheduling artifacts and reset the schedule to transient. 

 You can transition between transient and locked once the schedule is created by using the 
Schedule Status drop-down on the Attributes tab. WEB-3320 

 Bulk Tasks 

 Moved the Build Course Request bulk task from the old Versions tab. This task can be applied 

to all students or only students without schedules AND to all schedule tracks or a single 

schedule track. WEB-3321  

 Moved the Build Course Sections bulk task from the old Versions tab. This utility functions as 
before with the warning that system-generated sections will be deleted and re-created. WEB-

3322 

 Moved the Build Student Schedules bulk task from the old Versions tab. This task now includes 
the options to limit the scope by students, terms, and schedule tracks. WEB-3323 

 Added the Reassign Schedule Tracks utility to this tab. Use the Enroll Students command to 

enroll students who aren’t associated with a schedule track. Use the Transfer Students 

command to transfer students enrolled on the selected schedule track to another schedule 
track. WEB-3324 
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Bugs Fixed 

Compliance > State > Texas > TSDS 

 PEIMS: Removed the TX-FamilyEngagementPlanLink from the Summer submission. It’s only to be 

reported on the PK ECDS in the InterchangeEducationOrganizationExtension. WEB-3415 

 

Finance 

 HR > Staff Manager > HR Info > Additional Allowance Elections: Now, when updating an additional 
allowance, you may select the Use employee's primary position option, and when the election is added 

to an employee at payroll, the position type will be derived from the contract. WEB-3412 

 Payroll > Processing > Payroll Batches > Scheduled Payments > Payroll Payment Detail 

 Additional earnings with the same state position as the employee’s primary position no longer 

generate the error message that “You may not flag a supplement as part of contractual primary 
role for a state position not represented on the contract.” WEB-3417 

 The YTD statutory aggregator now correctly handles void checks when calculating annual gross 

values in the respective categories. WEB-3411 

 

Students > Scheduling > Schedule Manager 

 Course Completion: This process now accurately codes pass/fail codes when modifiers are assigned. 
WEB-3075  

 Periods: The changes to the scheduling process fixed a bug causing periods to not be copied when 

copying an existing schedule. WEB-2346 

 


